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Evolution of the legal system of nuclear research in

the European Communities.-

In part Euratom owes its creation to the first big

post-war energy crisis, that of Suez in 1956. Faced

with the first demonstration of the fragility of

energy sources in Europe, due to its dependence on

external and therefore precarious petrol resources,

the "nuclear" solution seemed to bè the white hope;

the worries of ecologists were not as great then as

they have since become. Nuclear cooperation appeared

fruitful in a stil young field of activitu, where the

fluidity of the potential market - contrarily to the

E.E.C. - was not limited by a constricting network

of "existing situations" as in the traditional economic

sectors, which would allow quiker progress, not only

in the field of exchanges (the nuclear common market

having been set up in one year insteed of the twelve

years of the "transitional period" allowed in the E.

E.C. Treaty) but also in that of research where coor-

dination and cooperation appeared to guarantee quicker

progress thanks to common accès to the resources,often

considerable, required in this field.

After 20 years, the evolution of the system instituted

by the Treaty reflects developments which were mostly

unforseen even by the most farsighted. It is this very

fact which makes the topic food for thought and a lesson

for the future.



I - The initial system of the Euratom Treaty falls into

several parts:

a) Information: the Commission has the faculty of

obtaining communication at the programmes to which

it is interested (art. 5).

b) Opinions: the Commission ntau deliver opinions on

these, and organize consultations.

c) Encouragement (art. 6) of communicated programmes

by material aid in the form either of the provision

of raw or fissile materials, or the provision of

installations or equipment or expert aid (detach-

ment of scientific or technical personnel).

d) Complement to national or private programmes: by its

own research programmes (art,7) voted unanimously by

the Council, and carried out in two distrinct ways:

- "direct" action, within the nuclear Joint Research

Centre (art.8) made up of four establishments (Pet-

ten, Geel, Karlsruhe, Ispra) where work is carried

out by schientifie and technical staff using mate-

rial means (installations, equipment) belonging to

the Community;

- and "indirect" action, via contracts with different

. organisations research contracts pure and simple,

financed by the Community budget to 100%, and con-

tracts of association where finance is divided

between the Community and the partner, and a joint

steering committee is set up.
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This system was well developed and thought out, when

compared with the E.E.C, treaties which did not spe-

cifically deal with research, except in an incidental

way in agricultural matters (art. 41) and in the E.C.

S.C. where article 55 gives the Community the job of

using part of the funds from the "levies" (or from

joint financing) to support and facilitate the devep-

ment of research in the coal-steel sector (including

safety at work); the Communitu acts on article 55,

with the general task of "encouraging techical and

economic research", but only "in organising all appro-

priate contacts between already existing research bodies'

The E.C.S.C. encourages research by other bodies, but

does not have a programme of its own.

II - The evolution of this legal system can be

summarised as follows:

a) The information and advisory functions covered by

art.5 of the Euratom Treaty have not taken the form

planned since the contacts made by the Commission

and its scientific services together with its acti-

vities involving a network of association and research

contracts have, thanks to its central role, allowed

' it to be informed and to act without needing to make

official requests for communication of programmes or

having recourse to officiel "advice" or "consultations"
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Nevertheless between 1969 and 1971 a grour of

specialised committees were set up in which the

experts of the member states could follow the

evolution of the community programme in close

relation with the national programmes: consulta-

tive managing committees for direct action (Council

resolution of 30th June, 1969) and the General

Consultative Committee of the J.R.C..

The encouragement given by article 6 was officially

applied in the case of the Belian reactor BR/2 and

when the ESSOR installation at Ispra was placed at

the disposal of the Italian government, but the

network of research and collaboration contracts,

although juridically falling under the execution

of the Comminity's own research programmes (indirect

action), has allowed the organisation of many shared

activities which have also been a form of encourage-

ment to other organisations of the Community.

b) The first two five-year programmes were a period of

intense activity, witness the considerable volume

of information which was disseminated by the Commu-

nity. As is well known the following years those of

, crisis due both to the worldwide cutbak in nuclear

research and to political rifts between the member

states especially over the choice of lines and over

fuelling (natural or enriched uranium ?).
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c) The difficulty of reaching unanimity in a sector

where the member states were deeply divided pre-

vented the adoption of a real multiannual programme

for the yerars 1968-72. Each year an "intermediate"

programma was approved to run for one year only.

Still, in 1971 a 5-year programma was adopted for

thermonuclear fusion and another for nuclear appli-

cations in biology and in health protection (indirect

action). In addition the continuance of the DRAGON

project (high-temperature reactor) in collaboration

with the United Kingdom was assured.

In 1973 a group of 4-year programmes was approved.

For the period 1977-80 a decision has recently been

taken by the Council.

d) Given that the unanimity required by the Treaty (Art.

7) was not possible the member States, incided by

the idea of "Europe a la carte", had recourse to a

procedure unknown to the Treaty, by which so-called

"complementary" programmes were established. These

were decided by the votes of just those members in-

volved, who also covered the expenses, the others

prudently abstaining so that under the terms of

• art. 118, 3 of the Treaty there was no bar to those

decisions requiring unanimity. At the finacial level

the distribution of costs was modified as permitted

by Art. 172, 3. Information resulting from these
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programmes, since they are still of a Community

character, remains accessible to the jurisdiction

of alia the states including those who absteined

and made no financial contribution.

e) In parallel, the member States have sought a pro-

cess thought more suitable for collaboration,

involving concerted actions outside the framework

of the Treaty decided by bilateral or multilateral

agreements'. This was the COST (scientific and tech-

nical cooperation) group of actions. In general

these lay outside the nuclear field, but were

mostly developed undere the Council of the Commu-1__

nities and with the assistance of experts of the

Commission. EURATOM has also been drawn into parti-

cipating in COST N. 11 (European computer network)

where the Commission plays the role of manager of

actions financed jointly: a programme decision of

the Council conforting with art.7 and an external

agreement concluded under article 101 of the Treaty

provided the instruments necessary for the parti-

cipant of the Community.

f) The Treaty made a sharp distinction between nuclear

and non-nuclear research but this has tended to blur,

not only because from the scientific and technical

point of view many different disciplines have their

points of convergence but also because under the cri-

sis in nuclear research which affects the J.R.C, as
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it does similar organisations throughout the world

there has emerged an interest in better employing

the technical and human potential of the organisa-

tion.

In 1972 the Council of the European Communities

allowed that in the non-nuclear field the E.E.C.,

with the aim of attaining the goals assigned by the

Treaty, could undertake research activities whose

programmes were to be passed by the Council after

proposal by the Commission and advice from the

European Parliament under Article 235 ot the Treaty

(case where an action appears necessary to attain

„ one of the objects of the Treaty without this having

provided the necessary powers of action). Since 1973

the Council has thus passed a series of decisions on

programmes, both as concerns indirect actions (via

contracts with third parties) and as regards direct

actions entrusted to the Joint Research Centre,

and in fields such as the protection of the environ

nment, remote detection of earth resources, standards

and reference substances (European version of the

American National Bureau of Standarsd), sciar energy

and the recycling of primary resources.

Since these research programmes fall outside the .

field of application of the Euratom Treaty the

resulting information ipso facto escapes the mechanism

for distribution within the Community, set up by
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Chapter II of the Treaty. This was a legal loophole

which had to be plugged since information acquired

with public funds should be availabre to all. Thus

on the 17th September, 1974, again under Article

235 of the Treaty, the Council of the Communities

passed a regulation N. 2380/74 : which affirmed

(except for a possible contrary clause) the owner-

ship by the Community of its information; it must

allow access to it to States, persons or enterprises

undertaking to manufacture within the Community.

That part of its information without industrual

application should in principle (and if its "nature"

raises no difficulties) be pubblished. The remainder

are coiranunicated under conditions modelled on the

mechanism set up by Art. 13 of the Euratom Treaty.

If the owner of the information does not belong to

the Community, but to the contractor, the Community

has a free licence limited to its own needs.

The tendency to convergence between the various

sectors of research is also behind the creation of

general consultative bodies such as the Committee of

Scientifi- and Technical Research (CREST) which

assists the Council and the Commission and is made

up of representatives of the member States of the

Council and the Commission. The competence of this

body extends to all sectors of research: it should

be noted that the resolution which established it

Jj
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(14th January,1974) allowed for the supply to the

Commission by the member States, "in good time and

before any final decision of the available necessa-

ry information excluding military and industrial

secrets". One again finds in a different form the

wish for information and coordination which inspi-

red Article 5 of the Euratom Treaty.

Another resolution of the same day marled a favoura-

ble pronuncement on the creation of a European

Science Foundation.

g) Another evolutionary tendency: after having brought

the development of a line of heavy water and natural

uranium reactors, an experience rendered unhappy and

complicated by political factors, the Joint Research

Centre now tendes to devote a good part of its efforts

to research termed "in the public service" because

they are not themselves targets for commercial

exploitation but justify joint finance from public

funds becaouse of the widespread interest: standards

and nuclear measurements (the task of Gee! of the J.

R.C.), reactor safety (a burning problem) evacuation

and storage of radioactive wastes (to which the same

comment applies) and health protection (art.59 of the

Euratom Treaty).

Ill - Critical appreciation and perspectives
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• i

European Community research, after having begun under

favourable auspices at the time of the first - and,

for the most part - second five year programmes, was

unable to escape the joint effects of a general crisis

in research, of a specific crisis in the nuclear sector

and of political factors which did not favour the

necessary cohesion.

It has emerged from this crisis, notably after 1973,

having lost certain of the ambitions with which it began,

but rejuvenated by new activities justified by the public

character of the funds being used (called "public service1

activities) and with a legal basis which has also evolved

in the direction of greater fluidity, and a general

increase in flexibility from the institutional point-of-

view:

- greater flexibility in the rule of unanimity in the

field of "complementary programmes";

- flexibility of management by a closer cooperation

between the member States and the Commission: __:-_

consultative management committees for programmes

in progress (1969)* general consultative committee

(1971), information and joint planning in CREST

(1974);

- flexibility of the constitutional separation between

"nuclear" research and other sectors: unification by

means of CREST, set up by E.E.C, art.235 to decide

on non-nuclear programmes, recourse to the nuclear

J.R.C, to carry out "direct action" or to provide

jl
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scientific and technical support for a major indirect

action such as the "JET" thermo-nuclear fusion project

(Council decision March 1977).

The J.R.C.'s vocation for public service allows a

considerable future for community research activities.

After all, it is not inconceivable, and it hardly seems

contested, that an industrially advanced community xith

250 million inhabitants such as ours could furnish

itself with a" modern and powerful tool in the service

of a particular spearhead technology.

Maurice PRELLE


